American University Assumes Stewardship of the Low Carbon Patent Pledge
WASHINGTON, District of Columbia – August 4, 2021
The Program on Information Justice and Intellectual Property (PIJIP) at American University
Washington College of Law is pleased to announce that effective August 4th, 2021, it has
assumed stewardship of the Low Carbon Patent Pledge (lowcarbonpatentpledge.org). PIJIP is
hosting the pledge in partnership with the Program on Intellectual Property Law and Policy at
the University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law. Helios IP is endorsing the Low Carbon Patent
Pledge and provides their IP Tools solution for visitors to view details of the pledged patents.
The Low Carbon Patent Pledge was launched on Earth Day, April 22, 2021 by Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, Microsoft, and Facebook. The Pledge comes amid warnings from the global
scientific community that breakthrough technologies will be vital to cutting emissions fast
enough to avert climate disaster. Roughly half the reductions needed to achieve net-zero
emissions by 2050 require technologies that are not yet commercially available, according to
the International Energy Agency. The World Economic Forum is supporting the Pledge as it
demonstrates the role of technology and innovation in pursuit of sustainability and net zero
goals.
More than 400 patents have been pledged so far. The list of patents and other details are
available at lowcarbonpatentpledge.org. The pledge is designed to grow as companies add
more patents and more companies from different industries make the pledge.
About the Program on Information Justice and Intellectual Property at American University
Washington College of Law
The Program on Information Justice and Intellectual Property is a public Interest intellectual
property program at the American University Washington College of Law. Initiated by Senior
Policy Fellow Jorge Contreras in 2013, PIJIP also hosts an ongoing project on patent pledges,
including a public database of pledges. In addition to Contreras, the Open Innovation Project at
PIJIP is managed by Meredith Jacob, PIJIP’s Project Director for Copyright and Open Licensing.
About the Program on Intellectual Property Law and Policy at the University of Utah S.J.
Quinney College of Law
The Program on Intellectual Property Law and Policy at the University of Utah S.J. Quinney
College of Law is directed by Professor Jorge Contreras and offers students a full range of
intellectual property courses as well as a JD certificate in intellectual property law, and supports
innovative research, community outreach and policy initiatives.
About Helios IP
Helios IP is a leading provider of IP management solutions to corporations, universities, and law
firms. Our HeliosComplete™ solution is the first truly integrated SaaS platform that enables IP
owners to seamlessly manage filings, prosecution, maintenance and reporting, billed as a
monthly subscription. We appreciate the opportunity to support the Low Carbon Patent

Pledge by bringing greater visibility and access to the initiative. For more information, please
visit, www.heliosip.com

